USER MANUAL

BAS-200
Please take the time to read these
instructions before starting
to use the scales
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Technical Specifications













Working temperature: 10°C to 40°C
Environmental humidity: <80%
Max capacity: 20kg
Graduation: 5g
Power supply: 4 x AA batteries
Background colour: Blue backlight
Low power: Lo
Error of indication: Err
Unit change: kg or lb
Memory function: Optionally save and recall weighing value
Turn off automatically
Overload: o_Ld

Keys’ Function
ON/TARE

MODE

MEM

Press the key to power on the scale. To zero the scale, press the
key again to clear the display and “zero” icon will show in the left
corner of the LCD. To turn off the scales press and hold the key for
about 3 seconds.
Weighing units exchange key. Press the key to select kg and lb in
turn. An icon denoting kg or lb is on the right side of the LCD
display.
When the display “0.000”, press the key to recall the previous
weight saved in the memory. A weight is saved by pressing the
key when it is stable.

Operation







Press “ON/TARE” key to start the scale until “0.000” appears.
Place baby on the tray, the weight will flash after a few seconds. If the baby remains
on the tray after the weight is shown, the weight will continue to flash for 5 minutes
and then turn off automatically.
If the baby is removed from the tray immediately after the weight has flashed, the
scale will return to “0.000” and then turn off automatically within 5 minutes if not
used again.
To recall the saved weight, press the “MEM” key while the scale is in the “0.000”
position.
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Warnings







The scales should be used on a hard flat surface.
Replace batteries immediately when the scale displays “L o”
Keep the scale clean
Remove the batteries if the scale is not going to be used for a long period.
Weigh the baby in the centre of the tray.
Never overload the scale (23kg)
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